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Self-organization phenomena are of critical importance in living organisms and of great interest to exploit in nanotechnology. Here we describe in vitro self-organization of molecular motor-propelled actin filaments, manifested as a tendency of the filaments to accumulate in high density close to topographically defined edges on nano- and microstructured surfaces. We hypothesized that this “edge-tracing” effect either (1) results from increased motor density along the guiding edges or (2) is a direct consequence of the asymmetric constraints on stochastic changes in filament sliding direction imposed by the edges. The latter hypothesis is well captured by a model explicitly defining the constraints of motility on structured surfaces in combination with Monte-Carlo simulations [cf. Nitta et al. (2006)] of filament sliding. In support of hypothesis 2 we found that the model reproduced the edge tracing effect without the need to assume increased motor density at the edges. We then used model simulations to elucidate mechanistic details. The results are discussed in relation to nanotechnological applications and future experiments to test model predictions.

1. Introduction

Self-organization of complex systems involves pattern or structure formation due to multiple local interactions of the participating elements when a system is left to itself. Whereas self-organization phenomena are of critical importance in biology, they are also of great interest to exploit for nanofabrication or, more dynamically, for the production of high local densities of certain molecules on a chip, for example, for biosensing. Molecular motors, predominantly myosins, and kinesins, with their respective cytoskeletal filaments, that is, actin filaments and microtubules, are instrumental for self-organization phenomena in living systems. They are thus the basis for organism motility (muscle contraction) as well as cell motility in general and transport of molecular cargoes within cells. Considerable efforts have been invested into exploiting this motion-generating machinery for nanotechnological applications [1–17]. Also self-organization phenomena of motor-propelled cytoskeletal filaments in vitro under different conditions have been considered in this context. Thus, in the presence of cross-linking molecules, stable or meta-stable filament bundles of different shapes may form [18]. In the absence of cross-linkers, on the other hand, the filaments either move collectively in partly ordered, but dynamically changing swarms [19–21], or execute random diffusion like movement [19], depending on the conditions [22]. The diffusion-like behaviour can be partly controlled by chemical and topographical micro-, and/or nanopatterns and used as a versatile method to produce actin filament gradients [19] locked to the myosin-coated surface by removal of ATP. Actin filaments are readily functionalized with various biomolecules for example, extracellular matrix proteins [19], and may serve as templates for formation of gradients of other biomolecules, useful, for example, for tissue engineering and studies of cell adhesion. Alternatively, the filaments could be derivatized with gold [23] to produce complex electrical circuits.

In previous studies [19] of actomyosin-based self-organization on topographically and chemically nanopatterned surfaces we noted that the motor-propelled actin filaments tend to accumulate along edges of the motility supporting areas. We hypothesized [19] that this effect, that
we here denote the “edge-tracing effect,” is attributed to: (1) higher local motor density at the corner between a wall and the floor of the motor supporting area or (2) reduced probability for filaments to leave their current path along the wall-floor junction because the thermal fluctuations of the free leading end of the filament are limited to one (rather than two, as on an open surface area) direction in the surface plane. The asymmetric constraints imposed by the wall on stochastic changes in filament position according to the second hypothesis may also be extended to incorporate the idea that filaments which have just moved away from the edge have an increased likelihood of hitting the edge again (cf. reasoning in [24] for a molecule close to a cell surface). This possibility is considered in some detail here.

The motility of actin filaments on micro- and nanopatterned surfaces may be simulated by Monte-Carlo approaches [25, 26] where the winding filament paths on open areas are characterized by a persistence length (the length along a polymer/path over which the “memory” of a tangent angle of the polymer/path is maintained. For example, the higher flexural rigidity of the polymer the longer the persistence length.) equal to that of the actin filament whereas filaments when reaching borders are forced to follow these with 100% probability. The latter is a reasonable approximation using actin filaments and walls with overhanging roofs and combined chemical and topographical patterning [10, 27].

Here we first demonstrate the edge-tracing effect in experimental data using nanostructured surfaces with actin filament guiding tracks of the type described previously [10, 27]. We then perform Monte-Carlo simulations for similar surface track geometries as in the experiments showing excellent prediction of the edge-tracing effect. This corroborates the second hypothesis above because the simulations capture the asymmetric effects of the walls on stochastic changes in motion but do not include any effects of altered motor density. The simulation results also lead to additional testable predictions that open for further in depth insight into the edge-tracing mechanism. These predictions and approaches for testing them as well as the usefulness of the edge-tracing effect for nanotechnological applications are discussed. The experimental results have previously been published in a PhD thesis [28].

2. Methods

2.1. Experiments. The methods for protein preparations, in vitro motility assays and recording of in vitro motility assay data have been described in detail elsewhere [10, 29–31]. The in vitro motility assays were performed at 25 °C, pH 7.4, 1 mM MgATP, and 40 mM ionic strength. The surfaces were preincubated with heavy meromyosin (200 μg/mL) for 2 min. The methods for nanostructuring have been described [10, 27, 31], including electron-beam lithography to produce bilayer resist channels (Figure 1) and surface derivatization of nanosized tracks and larger motility supporting areas with trimethylchlorosilane (TMCS).

2.2. Model Simulations. A Monte-Carlo simulation approach was developed on basis of previous work [25, 26] and implemented in Matlab (Mathworks, Natick, MA). In the modelling, different geometries for a motility supporting area, delimited by walls like those surrounding the tracks in Figure 1, could be simulated from an ellipse and two second degree polynomials (Figure 2). The polynomials either caused the right part of the motility supporting area to be concave (dashed line) or convex (full line) inwards. For $R_{max} = R_{min}$ (exclusively used here), and with very small $L_y$, the motility supporting area is approximately circular. The elliptical and polynomial parts were defined to make the border-defining function and the first derivative of this function continuous. The simulations were simplified by symmetry, allowing us to consider only the lower half of the zone in Figure 2.

In the simulations, the instantaneous angular changes in actin filament sliding direction on the open motility supporting area are assumed to be normally distributed with standard deviation

$$\Delta \phi = \sqrt{\frac{v_f \cdot \Delta t}{L_P}}. \quad (1)$$

Here, $v_f$ is the sliding velocity, $\Delta t$ is the time interval (10 ms unless otherwise stated) between updates in sliding direction, and $L_P$ is the actin filament persistence length [25, 26, 32] that has been found to be similar to the persistence length of HMM-propelled actin filament paths in the in vitro motility assay [32]. The angular changes in sliding direction are regularly drawn from a normal distribution using inbuilt Matlab functions. If filaments, as a result of these angular updates, enter coordinates outside the defined borders of the motility supporting zone, the filaments are guided along this border [25] (synonymously denoted “wall” or “edge”). The procedures that we employ to simulate guiding along curved borders are described in greater detail in Figure 3. The procedure when a filament first reaches the wall is straightforward (Figure 3(a)) and has been illustrated previously. In contrast, the subsequent procedure, when the filament is already in contact with the wall, is not immediately obvious. We here (Figure 3(b)) take the approach that filament fluctuations are first simulated (1; with standard deviation for angular change given by (1)) as if the wall was not present. If this results in a new position at 2 in Figure 3(b), that is, beyond the border of the motility supporting region, the filament is shifted to the wall at a new position (3 in Figure 3(b)) compatible with a sliding distance $v_f \Delta t$ from the starting position (0). The edge-tracing with a filament in contact with the wall is interrupted if the thermal fluctuations bring the filament away from the wall, into the motility supporting area (Figure 3(c)).

3. Results and Discussions

3.1. Edge-Tracing Effect—General Aspects. Examples of the edge-tracing effect are shown in the experimental records in Figure 4. Here, actin filaments move along topographical borders (inset Figure 4(a)) separating TMCS areas with good motility quality from surrounding, resist-covered (PMMA), areas without motility. In Figures 4(a) and 4(b), results are
**Figure 1:** Scanning electron micrographs showing nanostructured surface produced by electron-beam lithography applied to bilayer resist layer on SiO₂, consisting of lift-off resist (LOR) and polymethylmethacrylate (PMMA). Following electron-beam exposure and development, the PMMA layer was made hydrophilic by oxygen-plasma ashing followed by trimethylchlorosilane (TMCS) derivatization of the exposed SiO₂. The nanoscale track illustrated here has similar walls as the motility supporting open areas illustrated below (e.g., Figure 4).

**Figure 2:** Geometry of motility supporting zone for simulations. (a) Generalized geometry with one part of the zone defined by an ellipse and another part defined by a second degree polynomial (e.g., filled or dashed line). Polynomials selected to be continuous with the ellipse and also with continuity of first derivative. (b) Special case with \( R_{\text{max}} = R_{\text{min}} \) and very small value of \( L_1 \). This special case was exclusively used here.

**Figure 3:** The principle of filament guiding at curved edges in the Monte-Carlo simulations. (a) Filament front (grey filled circle) reaches border from open motility supporting area. Without the border, the position 1 would be attained. In the guiding process, this is shifted to position 2 while ensuring that the total distance moved between positions 0 and 2 is equal to sliding velocity times the simulation time step \( v_f \Delta t \). (b) Continued guiding along the wall. A new sliding direction is drawn from a Gaussian (with SD as in (1)) under the assumption that the wall is not present. Even if the new position will be outside the wall, the filament front is first moved a distance \( v_f \Delta t \) to that position (2). The filament is then shifted to position 3 on the border in a process that maintains the sliding distance, \( v_f \Delta t \), between positions 0 and 3. (c) The process if the random update in sliding direction moves the filament away from the border. Note, that the ratio \( v_f \Delta t / R \) is unrealistically large in this example for enhanced clarity in description of the guiding process.
Figure 4: Experimental demonstration of the edge-tracing effect. (a) A time sequence of fluorescence micrographs showing actin filaments moving on a disk-shaped motility supporting TMCS surface surrounded by hydrophilic and negatively charged PMMA (see inset with schematic illustration of topography between full white lines in rightmost micrograph in first row). The lack of actin binding on PMMA indicated by red and yellow filaments floating in solution. Note that several of the HMM-propelled actin filaments on the disk-shaped TMCS-derivatized region move along the border of the motility supporting area. (b) Fluorescence micrograph integrated over 60 s to show sliding trajectories of 8 motile filaments (4 stationary filaments) sliding at velocity of about 3 μm/s. (c) Intensity profile indicating the density of actin filaments along the gray area in (b). (d) Time-integrated and color-enhanced fluorescence micrograph illustrating path of a filament (length 3.5 μm) entering a channel (yellow–green area) from an open zone at the arrow. The image is not to scale but magnified 2x vertically in order to more clearly illustrate the lateral position of the filament inside the channel. Green: approximate bottom channel borders (width 700 nm; LOR walls). Yellow: approximate top channel position (width 600 nm; with PMMA walls) for the type of channels illustrated in Figure 1. Figure 4(d) reproduced from [27] (DOI: 10.1088/0957-4484/16/6/014) with permission from Institute of Physics.

illustrated for a nearly circular disk-shaped motility supporting area, and in Figure 4(d) data are shown for filaments sliding along a 700 nm wide channel of the type illustrated in Figure 1. A simulation of the experimental situation in Figure 4(b) is illustrated in Figures 5(a) and 5(b) using similar conditions as in the experiment. That is, in Figure 5(a), about 10 filaments are assumed to be deposited randomly on the disk-shaped motility supporting surface followed by simulation of the filament paths for 60 s using similar velocity (∼3 μm/s) as in the experiments. It is clear that the simulated behaviour is similar to that seen in the experiment in Figure 4(a) with preferential accumulation of filaments close to borders. This is also emphasized in Figure 5(b) where the radial density distribution of the number of filaments is shown, corresponding to half the experimental intensity profile in Figure 4(c). We also simulated heavy meromyosin-propelled actin filament sliding along straight tracks similar to those in Figures 1 and 4(d). Typical results are illustrated for track widths between 0.2 and 1.2 μm in Figures 5(c)–5(e). It can be seen that, in accordance with the experimental result in Figure 4(d), the simulated paths exhibit an obvious edge-tracing effect. Moreover, after losing contact with an edge, the simulated filament paths, like the experimental one, either shifted rapidly back to the same wall or moved swiftly to the other wall (corresponding to reflection in the top border in the records in Figures 5(c)–5(e)).
3.2. Edge-Tracing Radius of Motility Supporting Region versus Filament Persistence Length. For further elucidation of the mechanisms underlying the edge-tracing effects we next turned to simulation of filament paths on motility supporting areas of different radii. The results for 50–100 simulated filaments for 3 different radii of the motility supporting area are illustrated in Figure 6(a). It is clear that the spatial variation of the number of filaments within a given motility supporting area is similar to that observed with considerably fewer filaments in Figure 5. However, it can also be seen more clearly in Figure 6(a) that the edge-tracing effect is superimposed on a linear increase in the number of filaments with radius. This linear increase is trivially expected for randomly distributed objects on a circular area due to increased circumference with increased radial distance. The edge-tracing effect (the filament number at edges in excess of that expected from the linear increase with radius) in simulated data can be seen for example, for a radius (R) > 15 μm for a motility supporting zone of 20 μm radius in Figure 6(a) (blue lines). The simulated edge-tracing effect, however, becomes more prominent with reduced radius of the motility supporting area (Figures 6(a)–6(c)) as well as with increased filament persistence length (Figure 6(c)); that is, the edge-tracing effect increased with a reduction of the R/Lp ratio (Figure 6(c)). In contrast, altered sliding velocity did not influence the edge-tracing effect in the simulations (Figure 6(d)). The edge-tracing effect was fully developed about 5 s after onset of the simulations for a 20 μm radius motility supporting zone, a velocity of 2.5 μm/s and a persistence length of 10 μm. In all other cases (R < 20 μm, v_f > 2.5 μm/s and L_p ≥ 10 μm), the effect was fully developed within 2.5 s.
3.3. Hypothesis 2—Detailed Mechanisms Underlying Edge-Tracing. Before interpreting the simulation results in relation to experimental data it is important to consider what is actually happening in the simulations when a filament is guided at the edge. As described in Figure 3, the free leading end of the filament is assumed to execute thermal fluctuations governed by a Gaussian distribution with standard deviation as in (1). For a straight (corresponding to circular motility zone of infinite radius) rather than curved wall, this would mean that in 50% of the trials (corresponding to capture by a new myosin head) the filament will move away from the wall. On this basis the filament would, on average, stay in contact with the wall for up to 100 nm before escaping. This may be inferred from the average value (1 failure before escape) for a corresponding geometric distribution and the average distance (∼40–100 nm; [32, 33]) between sequential captures of the actin filament tip on myosin heads. Furthermore, several events with edge tracing...
for > 100 nm would be expected. For instance, on the assumption of 100 nm distance between subsequent capture of the filament tip on myosin heads, the probability is \(1 - \sum_{i=1}^{3}0.5^i = 12.5\%\) that filaments stay in contact with straight edges for >300 nm before escaping. The occurrence of such events can be seen in the simulated data in Figures 5(c)--5(e) (corresponding to >4 simulated points) and also appear to exist in the experimental data in Figure 4(d) (within the experimental uncertainty).

From Figure 3 it can be readily inferred that a concave wall towards the motility supporting area, as in Figures 4(a), 4(b), and 5(a), would reduce the probability of escape from the edge. Thus, for a filament that moves a distance \(v_f \Delta t\) along the edge, the edge tangent will rotate by an angle \(\Delta \theta\), given by (cf. Figure 3(b))

\[
\Delta \theta R = v_f \Delta t.
\]  

This rotation reduces the probability for the thermal oscillations of the actin filament tip to bring the tip to a position away from the wall. This can be interpreted as an elastic binding energy (\(\Delta U\)) that tends to hold the free leading end of a filament in contact with edges with a concave curvature towards the motility supporting region. The energy can be expressed as

\[
\Delta U = -\frac{1}{2R^2}v_f \Delta t L_p k_BT,
\]  

where \(k_BT\) is the Boltzmann factor. In contrast to concave edges (e.g., Figure 3) inwards convex edges (not further considered below) would have a tendency to “repel” the filament with a “repulsion energy,” \(\Delta U\), with the same magnitude as in (3) but with a positive sign.

For both concave and convex edges, \(\Delta U\) is significant compared to thermal energy only if \(v_f \Delta t L_p \geq 2R^2\). Particularly, the effect of elastic binding forces is negligible for all values of \(R\) studied here (\(R \geq 5\mu m\)), assuming realistic distances between successive encounters of actin filaments with myosin heads in the in vitro motility assay (\(\leq 100\) nm; see above) and an actin filament persistence length of \(\sim 10\mu m\); [32]. The situation would be different for considerably increased values of \(L_p\), reduced values of \(R\), and/or increased distance (\(v_f \Delta t\)) between successive motors, as if using stiff microtubules propelled by processive kinesin motors at low surface density.

It is important to note that edge tracing was observed in the Monte-Carlo simulations without the assumption of any other additional binding energy, for example, assuming higher myosin head densities to keep the filaments at edges. Under these conditions, the Monte-Carlo simulations, in combination with the asymmetric constraints imposed by edges (Figure 3), capture the essential elements of the second hypothesis put forward in Introduction. The faithful reproduction of the edge tracing in the simulations therefore supports this hypothesis.

Above, we have considered two mechanisms for the edge-tracing effect that may be viewed as two versions of hypothesis 2 because asymmetric constraints on changes in sliding direction at edges are central in both mechanisms. These mechanisms are (i) the 50% probability of a filament to stay at a straight edge for each new capture by a myosin motor and (ii) the effect of an “elastic binding energy” at curved edges. However, despite the fact that we have shown the latter effect to be negligible under the conditions considered here the simulated filament paths remain close to the edges for considerably longer average distances than predicted by mechanism (i) (\(\leq 100\) nm). Therefore, there must be an additional mechanistically different version of hypothesis 2 (mechanism (iii)) that contributes to the edge-tracing effect. This is also suggested by the fact that the edge tracing effect was considerably enhanced by reduced \(R\) and increased \(L_p\) in the simulations despite negligible changes in \(\Delta U\) within the ranges of \(R\) and \(L_p\) studied. As a basis for mechanism (iii), we consider the fact that filaments which have once encountered the border will tend to be rectified in their sliding along that border. Further, the memory of this sliding direction is maintained for path lengths short compared to the persistence length even if the filaments do not stay in direct contact with the edge. More insight into the above mechanisms (particularly mechanism (iii)) are gained in Figure 7. Here, we simulate an ensemble of filament paths all with initial sliding direction along the tangent of a circle of 20 \(\mu m\) radius. It can be seen (Figure 7) that the simulations predict that \(\sim 50\%\) of the filaments would be outside the circle after a few nm of sliding. This may be thought to correspond to mechanism (i) above. Thus, if there had been an edge along the drawn circle in Figure 7 and if the motility supporting region had been inside the circle (on top in Figure 7), these filaments would have remained sliding along that edge. Also most of those simulated filaments in Figure 7 that did not cross the circular line (towards the bottom of the figure) tend to move close to it as a result of their initial rectification along the tangent and a persistence length of 10 \(\mu m\). As a consequence, within about 10 \(\mu m\) of sliding, 90% of all filaments, would again have reached and crossed the circular line (downwards in Figure 7). This means that, in the presence of an edge, the filaments would again be guided along this. It is straightforward to realize that this effect would increase when \(L_p\) increases relative to the radius of curvature of the zone with motility. Thus, filaments with larger \(L_p\) that have left the wall would “have a longer memory” of the sliding direction, thereby more rapidly hitting the wall again. It is illuminating to consider the extreme (but unrealistic) situation that the radius of the motility supporting zone would go to zero. Under these conditions the probability would go to 1 that filaments escaping from the edge immediately reach the edge again. The mentioned effects were seen in the simulations in Figure 6 as considerably increased edge-tracing effect, with larger fraction of the filaments closer to the edge, for reduced ratio of \(R/L_p\) (Figure 6(c)).

The edge-tracing effect was superimposed on the linear increase in filament number (cf. Figure 6(a)) expected with increased radius of the motility supporting region for diffusion like filament transport [19]. However, if \(R\) is small compared to \(L_p\), the influence of ballistic transport is substantial for most filaments in the motility supporting region, consistent with our finding that the edge-tracing effect
Figure 7: Monte-Carlo simulation of HMM-propelled actin filament sliding ($L_p = 10 \mu m$) without guiding but with the same initial position and sliding direction for all filaments. (a) Distribution of sliding path lengths from onset of motility until the filament, for the first time, moves below red circle arc in inset. Inset: all 200 simulated filament paths starting on the red circular border at the starting point of the arrow. The direction of the latter represents the initial sliding direction. (b) Cumulative frequency distribution corresponding to frequency distribution in (a). Inset: a limited ensemble of 10 simulated filament paths clearly illustrating that also filaments that have moved toward the circle centre tend to rapidly reach and cross the circular border.

(see above) is fully developed within seconds. Clearly, in agreement with the discussions above, ballistic transport in a direction governed by the tangent along the edge, completely dominates transport for those filaments that have just left this edge.

It should be clear from the above discussion that the second hypothesis in the Introduction accounts well for the edge-tracing effect without the need to assume higher HMM densities close to edges. We have also shown that this second hypothesis, when considered in greater detail, may be subdivided into three different mechanisms ((i)–(iii) above).

The Monte-Carlo simulations predict that a large fraction of the "edge-tracing" filaments are not actually in contact with but rather very close to the edge. This is broadly consistent with our experimental results. However, it is important to note that these results were included here as a background to the simulations and not for critical testing of model predictions. For such testing, future dedicated experiments would be required where particular attention should be directed to the spatial resolution in the experimental records.

However, in spite of some experimental uncertainties, it is of interest to note that the experimental results for sliding along straight tracks (Figure 4(d)) and the simulations in Figures 5(c)–5(e) seem to be reasonably consistent with each other (within the spatial resolution) both with regard to the number of edge-tracing events and their duration. Future dedicated experiments to test the mechanisms above should include studies of guiding along straight borders (with mechanism (i) dominating) as well as studies of guiding along borders with varying curvature. The latter type of studies would particularly probe the importance of mechanism (iii) unless filaments of long persistence length (e.g., microtubules or actin filament bundles) are used in which case mechanism ii may also be important.

3.4. Perspectives and Conclusions. The present study has shown that the edge-tracing effect can be accounted for by asymmetric constraints on stochastic changes in filament sliding direction along edges (hypothesis 2 in the Introduction). Particularly at edges that are concave towards the motility supporting region, constraints seem to include an important component attributed to temporary rectification of filament sliding that tends to keep the filaments close to the edge for distances short compared to the filament persistence length. We have proposed experiments above to gain further insight into the three mechanisms encompassed within hypothesis 2 and to test for possible contribution of other factors. The increased insight into mechanisms behind the edge tracing effect may be useful for enhanced concentration of motor-transported cargoes at edges (cf. [13]). The results would also guide the production of gradients of actin filaments of certain shapes, thereby adding to the versatility of previous approaches [19]. One may also expect that edge-tracing could increase the versatility and spatial resolution of surface imaging methods based on molecular motor driven filament transport [34]. Finally, the results may be useful for faster and more efficient feeding of filaments into tracks of nanotransportation devices (see Supporting Information; [10, 27, 35]).
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